Press Release

Australian Maritime College and KONGSBERG eye
potential for VR training with renewed support program

Kongsberg Digital and Australian Maritime College (AMC) has signed and agreement on further commitment of
simulation support. To the left, Paul Gilkison, Area Sales Manager, Kongsberg Digital and to the right Michael
van Balen, Principal of AMC

Asker, August 21st, 2019 – Kongsberg Digital AS has cemented its long-standing
position as the primary supplier of simulation software and hardware to the Australian
Maritime College (AMC), with the recent confirmation of a new Long-Term System
Support Program (LTSSP).
Kongsberg Digital Area Sales Manager Paul Gilkison and AMC principal Michael van Balen
AO signed the agreement – the third successive five-year contract between the two
parties – on Thursday, August 8 at the AMC’s Newnham campus in Launceston.
Kongsberg Digital simulators are the platform of choice at the AMC’s world-class Centre
for Maritime Simulations; and as Mr van Balen explains, the continuing relationship with
KONGSBERG provides stability in AMC’s training methodology.
“Simulation is an integral part of our training,” he says. “It gives us the capability to run
any number of scenarios in a repeatable fashion, which not only benefits the students
but also enables us to learn in the teaching environment as well.”
Mr Gilkison adds that the agreement demonstrates Kongsberg Digital’s ongoing
commitment to meeting the diverse technology and support needs at the AMC. “Our
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continuing engagement allows the AMC to make sure that the product we are delivering
is actually going to address the needs of the maritime community,” he says.
Mr Gilkison points out that while software is continually subject to improvements over
the life of the LTSSP, there will also be a new product soon. “This year, we hope to be
able to roll out the new K-Sim Navigation platform for the AMC, which will provide more
offshore simulation scenarios as well as handling traditional ship navigation training.”
Damien Freeman from the AMC’s Centre for Maritime Simulations says K-Sim Navigation
represents a groundbreaking move into next-generation platform functionality, including
virtual reality interactions (VRI). “VRI enables a student to be placed in simulation
exercises on the deck of a ship, in the engine room or on the bridge, experiencing and
interacting with the simulated environment as they would in the real world.
“K-Sim Navigation is based on a cutting-edge technology platform and will enable more
realistic training scenarios and enhanced user benefits for both instructors and students.
An advanced new physical engine and state-of-the-art hydrodynamic modelling will allow
vessels, objects and equipment to behave and interact as in real life.
“Vessels and objects including various geographical training areas and all possible
weather conditions are brought to life with a sophisticated new visual system.” Mr
Freeman adds that K-Sim functionality will enable all AMC simulators to be integrated
seamlessly to enable common exercise for full crew resource management training.
AMC’s Maritime Simulation Centre features a full mission ship’s bridge simulator, two
360° tug simulators, a full mission engine room, an advanced dynamic positioning bridge
simulator, six basic dynamic positioning simulators, six ship operations cubicles and an
18-seat electronic chart display laboratory.
The simulation facilities bridge the gap between practice and theory and are used for
research into port development, ship manoeuvring, improving ship and port safety,
training seafarers and teaching undergraduates.
For further information, please contact:
Anne Voith
Kongsberg Digital
Maritime Simulation
Tel: +47 48084640
Email: anne.voith@kdi.kongsberg.com
About Kongsberg Digital
Kongsberg Digital is a provider of next-generation software and digital solutions to
customers within maritime, oil and gas, and renewables and utilities. The company
consists of more than 500 software experts with leading competence within the internet
of things, smart data, artificial intelligence, maritime simulation, automation and
autonomous operations. Kongsberg Digital is one of three business areas of
KONGSBERG, an international, knowledge-based group delivering high technology
systems and solutions to clients within the oil and gas industry, merchant marine,
defense and aerospace, renewable energy and the utility industry. KONGSBERG has
7,000 employees located in more than 25 countries and total revenues of NOK 14.5
billion in 2017. Follow us on Twitter: @kongsbergasa.
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